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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This training provides a broad overview on the October Count Audit for the current school year and is aimed at new school submission contacts or those with more experience who would like a review or who are looking for specific topic information.A recorded training on just new audit information plus important highlights for this year is also available on the CSI October Count webpage. 



Internal Audit Purpose
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by the Colorado Department of Education

School districts are required to conduct their own 
internal audit to ensure:
• Accurate funding levels reported for students
• Submission of all required supporting documentation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Colorado Department of Education requires that each district conduct an internal Oct Count audit every year.This is done to ensure:Accurate funding levels for all students reported in the Oct CountANDThat all required supporting documentation is submitted to the state



Internal Audit Goals for CSI
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1) Report accurate data

2) Secure maximum potential funding

3) Avoid repayment of funds back to the state

4) Reduce burden on schools

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ultimately, the internal audit for CSI helps all of us to prepare for the state Audit by CDE that will happen after the October Count collection closes.CSI has 4 main internal audit goals that we hope to accomplish each year.1)  Report accurate data — we want everyone to feel CONFIDENT that data is complete and accurate. We are looking each year at developing more ways to make this happen2)  Secure max funding – we want to obtain the highest funding possible for every student enrolled3)  Avoid repayment – hopefully if first two goals accomplished, then this will follow  Reduce burden– Aware we’ve added tasks because of the audit—only added tasks that we need your help with that we can’t do on the backend
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This graphic provides a broad overview of what the internal audit process looks like each year.The internal audit is happening at the same time that schools are submitting their Oct Count files and correcting errors, but there are some audit steps happening before and after the file submissions window begins and ends.There are 3 main segments dividing the annual process:  The Pre-Count segment, the Count Window segment, and the Post Count segment.Main action items happening are listed under the large arrow.In the interest of keeping the slide fairly simple we haven’t listed every single action item; just the primary ones.Pre-Count happens between May and SeptemberThe Count Window segment actually encompasses things that happen within the month of October, including the 11 Day Count window.Finally, the Post Count segment takes place from November through February.This is where CDE engages CSI in the state audit review.



Audit Resources

•CSI Oct Count Audit Handbook
•CDE Oct Count Audit Resource Guide
•CDE At-Risk Audit Guide
•CDE ELL Count Audit Guide
•CSI Legal and Policy Guidance
•Weekly Update Emails
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are six primary resources listed in this slide for audit that schools should all be aware of and consult if they need more detail. Please be sure to use the current year versions and not versions from prior school years.Most of these documents are found on the main CSI October Count collection webpage linked in the graphic at the top of the slide.The primary resource that schools will have the most interaction with is the CSI Oct Count audit handbook, which will be highlighted in upcoming slides.Second is the CDE or state version of their handbook or what’s known as the Audit Resource Guide. The CDE resource guide is highly in depth, and we have used it as a basis to develop the CSI audit handbook which typically has all the detail needed for most audit scenarios.Schools should direct any questions on the content of the CDE guide to CSI. If we can’t answer your questions, then we’ll check with CDE. This is how the state has asked all districts to manage questions about the guide. There are two other CDE audit guides that pertain to funding stream rules around free and reduced lunch and English proficiency. For FRL, this is the At-Risk audit guide and for English proficiency, this is the ELL Count audit guide.Both of these guides cover the funding rules and requirements for adequate documentation that schools must retain and submit for audit purposes.We like to also point schools to the CSI Legal and Policy Guidance page where we have general policy information on attendance, enrollment, and home school programs. Finally, as always, please watch the Weekly Update emails that are sent to school submission contacts each week. This is the current event resource where we share announcements and deadline related information each week. And of course, this is where you’ll want to check the status of your submissions for the number of errors, summary report creation, and other things like that.

https://resources.csi.state.co.us/csi-october-count-audit-handbook/
https://resources.csi.state.co.us/cde-october-count-audit-resource-guide/
https://resources.csi.state.co.us/at-risk-audit-guide/
https://resources.csi.state.co.us/cde-ell-count-audit-guide/
https://resources.csi.state.co.us/legal-and-policy-library/
https://resources.csi.state.co.us/october-count/


22-23 Count Dates

630-Day Attendance Resume Date is 11/2

• The 11-day count window are the 5 school days before and after the count 
date will be 9/26-10/10.

• CSI will once again use the official count date for the PK count date rather than 
November 1st.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This year the count day will fall on October 3rd. The count window, which is the 5 school days before and 5 school days after starts on September 26th and ends on October 10th. CSI will contact schools early in August about requesting alternative count or count window dates.Taking attendance and reporting it is mandatory all year, but it’s crucial that you make sure to have solid records for attendance during the count window.All state funding requirements are based on both the count date and the 11-day count window. Just a quick reminder that any students absent on count day will require that you submit proof of attendance at least one day prior to count date in the current year, plus proof that the student resumed attendance within 30 calendar days following count date. For this year, that 30 day cut off is November 2nd.Please know that a student could not have transferred to another CO district during the time before resuming attendance.



22-23 Other Audit Dates
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Full list of additional dates in the CSI October Count Audit Handbook 
https://resources.csi.state.co.us/csi-october-count-audit-handbook/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The most important audit related dates have been added to the current year data submissions calendar. Please know that we don’t add all of the audit types of dates simply because it would be difficult to fit them in. This slide shows a portion of the additional audit related deadlines listed in the CSI October Count audit handbook. Please be sure to download a copy of the handbook and check out the rest of the dates listed there. 



Audit Supporting Document Checklist
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Checklist of 
supporting 
documents 
listed in the 
Audit Handbook

All schools must 
complete this in tandem 
with their file 
submissions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Schools will once again need to complete and submit the Audit Supporting Documentation Checklist posted within the CSI October Count Handbook Each school will need to keep a copy of the checklist available while you complete your October Count file submissions and make sure you check off each item that you will need to submit for the audit. Please plan to review the checklist at the start of the school year as a reminder of the different scenarios that require supporting documentation.We are still finding that many schools are coding students incorrectly in some cases and not collecting and submitting the correct supporting documentation that’s required for the October Count audit. Often in those cases, schools are having to pay back money to the state down the road. This checklist, though it can be daunting to review, is going to help ensure that you claim the correct funding for students AND that you submit all of the correct documents to CSI that are needed to prove the funding claimed for each student.  



Audit Supporting Documentation 
Checklist
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Checklist Facts:
• Divided into 2 main sections
• Deadlines are listed for each section item
• Many special student types/scenarios require extra documentation
• Check the box for each item submitted to CSI
• Sign and submit the checklist by the deadline listed

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are some quick facts you should know about the checklist:�First, it’s divided into two main sections.Deadline dates to submit to CSI are listed for every documentation itemThere are many special student types and scenarios that require extra documentation to be submitted The checklist will list what those are and what documents are required for each one and also the due dates to have those to CSI.You will need to check the box next to each item (or student type/scenario) that you will be submitting to CSI.Finally, once you have finished checking off items in the list, the school submissions contact and the school leader will need to sign and date the last page of the checklist, then you’ll need to upload a copy of that to G-Drive. Instructions on doing this are explained in the checklist.



Student Types and Scenarios
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Various “unique” student types, courses, schools and 
programs that are: 

• Exceptions to the general funding rule(s), and/or 
• Variations in types of supporting  documentation 

necessary to prove funding eligibility 
• Are ~25 unique ones identified by the state

Full details on each student type and scenario available 
in CDE Oct Count Audit Resource Guide

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It would be good at this point to talk about the STUDENT TYPES AND SCENARIOS for the purpose of the October Count Audit.They refer to groupings that CDE has identified based on their interpretation of the Public School Finance Act and are actually “unique” student types, courses, schools and programs that are: Exceptions to the general funding rule(s) and/or They are Variations in the types of supporting documentation required to prove funding eligibility for studentsCurrently, there are about 25 unique ones identified by the state.Many of these pop up at least once a year for some of our CSI schools, but there are some that we won’t see at any of our schools.We also see cases where a student crosses over into multiple types of scenarios.As mentioned before, full details on each student type and scenario are available in the CDE Audit Resource Guide. 

https://resources.csi.state.co.us/cde-october-count-audit-resource-guide/


Membership Requirements

To be eligible for any funding, all students must meet basic MEMBERSHIP requirements 
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Enrollment AttendanceMEMBERSHIP

Student must be enrolled 
as of Count Day (some 

exceptions for transfers) 

Student must be present on 
Count Day, or present prior 
to Count Day and within 30 
calendar days of Count day

Must be documented in SIS!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Supporting documentation is intended to support or prove the funding claimed for each student a school reports in the October Count and funding can be either part or full time.Students can also be not eligible if they do not meet the requirements for either part or full time funding.Section I of the supporting document checklist is all about the general membership requirements for October Count funding.This topic on membership and funding is also covered in the October Count submission trainings.ALL students have to meet membership requirements—if they don’t then they are NOT eligible for funding.The graphic in this slide shows how enrollment plus attendance equate to membership.Students must be enrolled as of Count day (though there are some exceptions for transfers) AND students must meet specific attendance rules.



Audit Supporting Documentation
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Documentation that’s required by the state providing 
proof of funding claimed on each student and their 
unique enrollment situation for the year

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If the concept of “supporting documentation” for the October Count is new to you, it’s simply the documentation required by the state which provides proof of funding claimed on each student and the unique enrollment situation for each student.This is one of the primary requirements for the October Count audit and every CSI school will be required to submit at least some pieces of supporting documentation to CSI for the current school year.



Audit Document Retention
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• CSI Data Submissions Handbook – Records and 
Documentation Retention section

• Be prepared to provide all audit 
documentation in electronic format

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For information on how long to keep documents related to state reporting, including the October Count, please see the Records and Documentation Retention section in the CSI Data Submissions Handbook. The link is provided here for the handbook, which is located on the CSI website on the General Data Submissions Resources page.You will also need to be prepared to provide all audit documentation in electronic format to CSI because this is the format that the state expects it in.

https://resources.csi.state.co.us/data-submissions-handbook/


Audit Supporting Document Checklist
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Complete the checklist, then sign (with your school 
leader), and submit to CSI by November 4, 2022

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The checklist itself will have a full set of instructions within it that you will want to read before starting to complete it.CSI requires that you and your school leader sign the checklist once you complete it and then submit it to CSI by the deadline listed.When we look at your checklist on our end, then we will know that you have completed the required submissions for the audit and we’re aware of the special types of student funding scenarios that you will have for the year. This information is crucial to having a successful state audit of this October count data once that is initiated.



Attendance, Schedule, Enrollment Reports
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SIS instructions 
located in 
Appendix II of 
the Audit 
Handbook

Infinite Campus

PowerSchool

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Appendix II of the audit handbook consists of the instructions for pulling 11-day attendance reports and individual student schedules from Infinite Campus and PowerSchoolJust a reminder on how important it is that attendance is taken correctly in your SIS so that the 11-day attendance reports show correct proof of students attending.For any students who are absent on count day, you will need to provide extended attendance reports for them to show that they were present a day prior to count day and resumed attendance within 30 calendar days after count day.It’s also extremely important that bell schedules are set up correctly in your SIS AND that those match what we have here at CSI for supporting documentation.CDE will be closely comparing your bell schedules with actual student schedules, so they need to align. 



Checking Funding Status
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Appendix III: 
Validating 
funding with 
student 
schedules

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Appendix III of the audit handbook includes instructions on crosschecking funding codes claimed on students by comparing them to student schedules in PowerSchool and Infinite Campus.



Appendix 
IV: Free 
and 
Reduced 
Lunch 
Checklist
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Appendix IV is a checklist schools should all use in determining Free and Reduced Lunch Eligibility. It’s estimated that students who are free or reduced lunch are still underreported each year in the October Count. Though this checklist is not required to be completed, we hope that each school will use it to ensure that all students are being identified and reported correctly for the school year. Both accountability reports and funding streams are impacted by the FRL data reported in the October Count collection.CDE began the first At-Risk audit on the 21-22 October Count data, which is the funding stream to schools based on the FRL status reported. If schools do not have adequate documentation or proof to support the eligibility status reported in the October Count, then the state will require repayment of At-Risk funds awarded. This is why we caution all schools to be very careful that the FRL data is reported accurately.



Free and Reduced Lunch 
Resources
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• CSI Free and Reduced Lunch Eligibility 
webpage

Multiple resources available around FRL, 
including a recorded training module 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The CSI data submissions team has several helpful resources to understand more about FRL.The main CSI Free and Reduced Lunch Eligibility webpage on the CSI website has multiple resources available, including a recorded training module.Submissions contacts are highly encouraged to watch that recorded training to help ensure you are following best practices for determining and reported FRL statuses on all enrolled students.

https://resources.csi.state.co.us/free-and-reduced-lunch-eligibility/


At-Risk/Free and Reduced Lunch
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• FRL status reported in the October 
Count is the primary determination 
for At-Risk Funding

• Only funded students (grades K-12) 
reported as free lunch eligible are 
included in At-Risk funding

• FRL eligibility must be established on 
or before count day
• But, after July 1 unless carry over 

status is used
• Ensure that FRL is entered into your 

SIS for every student

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Just to review the important aspects of reporting Free and Reduced Lunch eligibility status.Remember that you are reporting the eligibility status, not that the student is receiving free or reduced lunches.Your school may not even serve lunch, but you still have to report student eligibility—there are no CSI schools that are exempt from doing this.The status reported in the October Count is the primary determination for At-Risk Funding for the year.If you underreport in your data and find out later in the school year, there is nothing that we can do to change that.You should be validating your data while you are reporting it, and when you get your October Count summary report, that is the time to make sure the data looks correct. Typically, only K-12 students reported as free lunch eligible are included in the At-Risk funding stream.Eligibility must be established on or before count day. FEDS forms cannot be signed before July 1st or they are invalid.However, if you use carryover documentation, then the forms would be from the prior year.CSI will be requesting a waiver to use carry over documentation for all CSI schools where count day is not within the first 30 days of the school year.Finally, every year we find schools that did not get their FRL data entered into their SIS, so their October Count submissions are missing the data.The SD file extract is the one with the FRL field. If the data is not in your SIS, then it won’t be in the SD file and then it won’t be in the October Count.



Free and Reduced Lunch 
Documentation
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CDE At-Risk Audit Guide
• Schools must retain documentation evidencing FRL 

eligibilities reported on students in the October Count 
(federal meal applications, state FEDS forms, direct 
certification, carryover status, and so on)

• This is true even if a school does not participate in a 
food program or if all students eating for free

• Schools must submit documentation to CSI at the time 
of any state At-Risk audits where sample students are 
selected 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This was mentioned in a slide before, but here is a bit more detail on documentation on FRL students.All of the rules on this are found in the CDE At-Risk Audit Guide.Schools must collect and retain documentation evidencing FRL eligibilities reported on students in the October CountThis is true even if a school does not participate in an NSLP program, does not serve lunches, or if all students eating for freeSchools must submit documentation at the time of any state At-Risk audits where sample students are selected 

https://resources.csi.state.co.us/at-risk-audit-guide/


English Language Learner Count
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CDE ELL Count Audit Guide
• Added to October Count funding in SY21-22
• Separate funding stream for NEP and LEP 

students meeting certain criteria
• Schools must submit documentation to CSI at 

the time of any state ELL Count audits where 
sample students are selected 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A new language proficiency funding factor was added to the October Count funding formula beginning in school year 21-22.This is a separate funding stream for NEP and LEP students meeting certain criteria. More detail on the criteria is outlined in the CDE ELL Count Audit Guide linked on this slide.Schools must submit documentation to CSI at the time of any state ELL Count audits where sample students are selected.Like all other data schools report in the October Count, it has to be accurate, and schools must be able to provide supporting documentation as proof for funding awarded. School submission contacts should be working together with their EL coordinators to ensure the have checks in place. Even though the collection window is short, there is still ample opportunities for school staff to review and correct their data for every student.

https://resources.csi.state.co.us/cde-ell-count-audit-guide/
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Thank you for watching this training!

Send questions to 
submissions_csi@csi.state.co.us

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you for watching this general overview training on the October Count Audit.If you haven’t already done so, please be sure to watch the “New This Year” recorded audit training that highlights new things for the audit this year and also has important reminders for all.If you have questions, please be sure to send those to our submissions email listed on this slide.

mailto:submissions_csi@csi.state.co.us
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